A COMFORTABLE NIGHT’S SLEEP
YOU’VE EARNED IT!
THE CRUA COMMUNITY

Crua was founded by an Irishman with years of experience in camping and trekking outdoors. The team has expanded now and we reckoned that building an all-weather tent worthy of our own adventures was a natural fit for our skills...so yeah, we pushed the limits and over engineered the heck out of it. So much so that the unique Thermo Tent insulation that we developed is now patent protected. Introducing the revolutionary Crua range of high quality insulated tents. It’s all about getting a better night’s sleep in any weather, which a Crua tent provides by virtue of its superior quality, functionality and design. You won’t find a better thermally and acoustically insulated tent in the world!
- TTInsulate® Design
- Dura-Breathe® Fabric
- Steel shock chord tent pole structure
- 2 bedrooms - sleeps up to 6 comfortably
- 1 great room
- 5’ “porch”
- 8’ additional “awning”
- 4 side windows
- 2 front windows
- 56” wide front door
- Two 36” side doors
- Screens throughout
- Built-in ground sheet
- Additional ground sheet
- Two-year warranty
- Wheelchair accessible
THE cru a TRI

- TTinsulate™ Design
- Dura-Breathe™ Fabric
- Strong Fiberglass shock chord tent pole structure
- 1 bedroom - sleeps up to 3 comfortably
- 3’ “porch”
- 2 side windows
- 1 69’ wide front door
- Screens throughout
- Built-in ground sheet
- Two-year warranty
- Wheelchair accessible
THE Crua Hybrid

- Self-inflating mattress
- Customized sleeping bag
- Zips together with other Hybrids
- Mesh screen opening
- 7.2lbs/3.3kgs
- Built-in ground sheet
- Mesh layer for ventilation
- Two-year warranty
CUSTOMER REVIEWS:

CRUA'S HASHTAGS

#CRUAOUTDOORS
#CRUA TRI
#CRUAHYBRID
#CRUALOJ
#INSULATEDTENT
#CRUACOMMUNITY
#LIVETOUGHSLEEEPEASY
#CRUA
OUR BRANDING
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LOGOS:
“It’s time to say “I’m out” to traditional tents. #Cruaoutdoors solved the problem with their range of thermo insulated tents that keep you cool in summer and warm in winter.”

“Take camping to the next level with #cruaoutdoors. Live tough, sleep easy with crua’s range of noise and temperature insulated tents.”

“Camping doesn’t have to mean a bad night’s sleep. Rest up with #cruaoutdoors solution to modern day camping. Noise and temperature insulated tents.”

“Camp smart with #cruaoutdoors. Crua has revolutionised camping. Their heat and noise insulated tents will keep you cool in summer and warm in winter. Hunt smart, camp smart.”

“Get the comfortable night’s sleep you deserve with #cruaoutdoors noise and temperature insulated tents.”
Thank you

We trust that your readers will be as excited as we are about our range of heat and noise insulated tents. We greatly appreciate your time and consideration in contributing to the growth of Crua Outdoors.

www.cruaoutdoors.com